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SIDEWALK FURNITURE GROUP
White and Andreas Sture

The Sidewalk furniture group is characterised by clean lines and precise angles that give it a 

contemporary character. The frames and legs are made from lengths of square steel treated with 

a silvery finish, complemented by wooden parts that showcase the beauty of painted wood. The 

seats and tabletop are supported by steel posts that bolt to the ground, creating a stable, 

immovable base.

BACKED BENCH

Length: 180 cm Depth: 47.5 cm Height: 87.4 cm 

Seat height: 46 cm Height of armrest: 68.5 cm 

Weight: 43.7 kg

BENCH

Length: 180 cm Depth: 40 cm Height: 74 cm Seat 

height: 46 cm Height of armrest: 68.5 cm Weight: 32 

kg

TABLE

Length: 144 cm Depth: 70 cm Weight: 40.5 kg

U17-03 Sidewalk radiebench

U17-04 Sidewalk bench

U17-04/ARM Sidewalk bench with armrest 

U17-04/table Sidewalk table for bench 

U17-05 Sidewalk backed bench

U17-06 Sidewalk table squere 

U17-07 Sidewalk bord squere 

U17-08 Sidewalk chair 

U17-08/table Sidewalk small table

U17-09 Sidewalk armchair 

U17-04/PUR Sidewalk bench with ribbs in 

polyuretan
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Maintenance
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easier to live in.
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U17-05/PUR Sidewalk bench with ribbs i polyuretan 

and back/arm bench 

The seat, tabletop and bench surfaces are pre-

assembled. The seat requires attachment to the 

frame.

Steel: Zinc plated, yellow chromated and powder 

coated.

Color: Wanzel Silver (Silver Metallic Glossy Smooth) 

RAL 7035 as standard.

Covered pine in colored Yellow RAL 1023 alt in oiled 

oak.

The bench and sofa are also available with 

polyurutan seat ribs in the standard colors: gray 

black NCS 8502-B and dark green NCS S 8010-

G10Y.

N for attachment

M for ground mounted

E for oiled oak

GS for gray black seat in PUR.

GR for green seat in PUR.

C for any color, additional cost is added.

The legs are extended by 40 cm to be cast directly 

into concrete.

Scratches to powder-coated steel can be repainted 

with alkyd oil enamel. Oak is oiled regularly. 

Characterised by clean lines and precise angles that 

give it a contemporary character. 
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